Relationship between background activity and subclinical seizure pattern.
Open- and closed-eyed EEG records were made in frontal, temporal and occipital regions, in order to examine the time relationships between various of their characteristics, in connection with the appearance of subclinical seizure patterns. 1. In the range of alpha frequency, both with open and closed eyes, the standard deviation of frequency over all brain areas decreased both before and after subclinical seizure patterns as compared to periods without pattern, and the number of temporal waves was reduced. Frontally, the mean amplitude was increased only in open-eyed records. The time relationship of the appearance of alpha maxima differed over all regions, but was closest in frontal records in both open- and closed-eyed records, and independent of the pathological pattern. In closed-eyed frontal records, a changeover in the time lead between the hemispheres could be observed, with one side leading during the period preceding the pattern, and the other after the pattern. 2. In the range of theta frequency, occipital open-eyed records showed slowing of the frequency both before and after the subclinical seizure pattern, with an increase in the standard deviation. In closed-eyed records made in the period preceding the pattern, an increase of the mean amplitude was observed frontally and occipitally, as well as an increase of the standard deviation of the amplitude in all regions. Slowing of the theta frequency was encountered in the frontal regions. Differences in the periods preceding and following subclinical seizures were to be seen only in the theta range.